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President’s Message 

3Dimensional Self-Serve 

Ok…bear with me. This phrase woke me up in the wee hours 

one morning. So, I started thinking what it might mean. It popped 

up because of all the expectations we have of ourselves during 

the Holiday Season. Thanksgiving is now past, and our next holi-

day is less than a month away! We expect ourselves to be 3 D – 

or in other words – be everything to everyone in our tribe. Be 

able to turn 360 and serve our family. Cooking huge meals and 

taking wonderfully prepared dishes to gatherings that we prepare with love. Making sure 

our table is beautiful, and our home is welcoming and that everyone entering our home is 

met and embraced with love.  

Then comes the shopping, finding the right gift, going from store to store or to online sites 

to fill wish lists from our grands and trying to get the gift that the kids mentioned months 

ago that they needed to get. And hoping they did not already buy it for themselves! The 3 

D continues. We find ourselves at the sewing machine later at night than we usually do, 

and we wonder why we are more tired during this month – since we are trying to keep 

the same crazy schedule that we kept 10 years ago!  

All of this is done, not out of obligation, but out of love for our friends and family. But 

where is the love for us? What are we doing to keep ourselves centered and calm? What 

do we find ourselves doing when we are overwhelmed? Forget things? Become distracted? 

Miss our exit on the freeway? Or as some may say, “freak out”?  

This is where Self-Serve comes in…. What are we doing to serve ourselves? I, personally, 

try to be mindful of each task I am involved in at the time. Enjoy that moment in time. Re-

alize that being mindful will calm and center me. It is not always easy to accomplish, but it 

does focus me and slow me down. And that is not bad, if something needs to get done, it 

will still be there tomorrow, and I will be better equipped to manage it.  

Some of us, I imagine, find yoga centering, others, meditating, and yet others exercising or 

walking. And of course, we hand stitch in our favorite chair with our favorite quilt on our 

laps! There are numerous ways to serve ourselves. I encourage each of you to take the 

time to be mindful while doing the many things we strive to do during this season and take 

care of yourself!  

Have a wonderful holiday! 

See you in January! 
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JANUARY CALENDAR 

Find our calendars on our website HERE 

https://www.canyonquilters.com/canyon-calendar/
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FEBRUARY CALENDAR 
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November is the perfect month for our Guild Challenge Quilt event!  It launches us into the holidays with an amazing 

potluck buffet, holiday quilt sharing and creative Challenge quilts to bid on!  Patt Anderson led her committee for our 

event with the playful theme: The Circus Comes to Canyon.  The entries were full of whimsy ranging from tigers to 

clowns to big top tents from every angle to circus performers of all types, oh yes, and to popcorn. 

Speaking of food, the potluck buffet was a delicious and expansive Thanksgiving spread.  The baked ham provided by 

the Guild was soon accompanied by cheeses, countless salads, potatoes, corn puddings, corn breads, banana bread, 

cookies and desserts. One plate was not enough! 

There were 23 quilts entered with 3 first timers.  Each quilt was distinctively unique. Creative uses of materials, col-

ors and embellishments made the sounds, sites and smells of the circus come to life. The quilt bidding proceeds go to 

support our Guild and we thank each of you that made a quilt and each of you that purchased one.  The entries will 

all be on display at Bread & Cie, a Hillcrest café, in January.  Stay tuned for details.  

Quilt awards were based on members voting and President’s choice.  A gift card was presented to winners in a hand-

made circus bag. The talented recipients are: 

2022 Award Categories 

Viewer's Choice 

Best Use of Color:  Life is a Circus – Smell the Roses, Cynthia Lyons-Dailard 

Best Use of Theme:  Rosie and Posy Under the Big Top, Christine Brock 

Most Creative:  Circus Balancing Act, Tara Ritacco 

First Timer’s Award:  Run Away to the Circus, Nancy Wolfing 

Website Viewer’s Choice:  Voting closes in January & then the winner is announced 

For Website to Viewer's Choice click here to view the quilts on line and vote. 

President's Choice 

President’s Award:  Rosie and Posy Under the Big Top, Christine Brock 

A special thank you to the Challenge committee and helpers: Patt Anderson - chair, Andrea Bacal, Pam Jackson, Kay 

Laboda, Sally Parrish, Michalee Sloan and Nelda McComb. 

Happy holidays to you all! 

2022 Challenge Quilt – The Circus Comes to Canyon 
By Pam Jackson 

https://www.canyonquilters.com/gallery-nov-challenge/
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Pam Jackson and her guest with 

Karen Crossland 

2022 Challenge Quilt – The Circus Comes to Canyon continues 
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Challenge Entries for 2022 

Best Use of Color:  

Life is a Circus – Smell the Roses 

Cynthia Lyons-Dailard 

Best Use of Theme:   

Rosie and Posy Under the Big Top 

Christine Brock 

President’s Award:   

Rosie and Posy Under the Big Top 

Christine Brock 

Most Creative:   

Circus Balancing Act 

 Tara Ritacco 

First Timer’s Award:   

Run Away to the Circus 

Nancy Wolfing 
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Morning  Circus 

Andrea Bacal 

Night  Circus 

Andrea Bacal 

 

Just Clownin’ 

Barbie Vogel  

Childhood Memories 

Rosie Caudillo 
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Red Sails 

Sally Parrish 

Pop Pop Corn 

Judy Thacker 

Ring of Fire 

Patt Anderson 

 

Sadie, the Dancing Dog 

Audrey Noonan 
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The Circus 

Sylvia Corbin 

The Circus Tent 

Kay Laboda 

The Circus Train 

Arlene Watters 

The Clown 

Carol Simpson 
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Zoo Clown 

Michalee Sloan 

What Elephant 

Nelda McComb 
Your Future Looks Sew Sew 

Mary Helmick 

Circus 

Sidney Windle 
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Clowning Around 

Patt Anderson 

Primary Clown 

Francie Lockwood 

Clown Fun 

Erika Weber 
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Hit It Out of the Park, part 2 
By Andrea Bacal 

In our last newsletter I wrote an article and quoted Steve Garvey, the former San Diego Padre and winner of the 1984 

Champion Series MVP award. Steve said, “You have to set goals that are almost out of reach. If you set a goal 

that is attainable without much work or thought, you are stuck with something below your true talent and 

potential.” That really struck a chord with me. I typically don’t want to make New Year’s Resolutions because I don’t 

want to be one of those people who make them and fail, but on the other hand, I really don’t want to think of myself 

as spending my time on doing something that is below my true talent and potential! What a dilemma!  

So, the goal I came up with is to finish every quilt I begin in 2023 – or recycle it into something else and complete that. 

When I made that goal it seemed like a real stretch for me, and if you saw all the unfinished projects in my sewing 

room, you would probably agree. But now that I have thought about it for a while, I am adding to it that I want to 

learn to the point of feeling comfortable with 3 new surface design techniques in 2023. There. I’ve said it in public. On 

paper. 

Now let me tell you what other Canyon members have said. 

Sheri Zaheer wants to finally finish unpacking from a move she and her husband started 2 years ago. She wants to 

get her garage emptied of boxes from the move. Oh, and set up her sewing machine, and finish her brother’s quilt.  

Barbara Gluck, who attends our virtual SIT and SEW events frequently, wants to start coming to meetings in person 

more often and meeting more people in the guild. One of the first things I learned about Barbara when I met her at a 

SIT and SEW is that she always works from a pattern. Well, she wants to break free from that this year! Maybe even 

take the class in dog portraits. 

Roxanne Knight has had quite a journey in the past year that she plans to continue on in 2023. She has been think-

ing about getting a long arm quilting machine, and for several good reasons, decided on a sit-down machine. She 

bought one and has been getting more comfortable with both walking foot and free motion quilting and wants to con-

tinue that journey into 2023! 

Tara Ritacco has been thinking for a while about her goal for 2023. In 2022 she purchased a Silhouette cutting ma-

chine after taking a class with Betty Busby and watching a few videos about how artists use cutting machines. She has 

taken a class and watched some You-Tube videos only to learn how much there is that she can do with the machine. 

Her goal is to narrow down the custom work she wants to do with it and learn the technology and applications more 

in depth to use in her work. 
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I have a confession to make!  I love to come to Guild meetings to see 

my quilting friends, be inspired by Show & Tell projects and hear fasci-

nating speakers.  But what I look forward to the most are the delicious 

snacks that Carol Windham makes for us.  We are spoiled by her gen-

erosity to cater our Guild meetings. 

Carol spent her career in the complex world of medical billing.  She 

navigated Medicare and insurance billings by day and dabbled in cater-

ing small weddings and cake decorating by night.  She raised a family, 

was/is an avid quilter, and found time for her favorite hobby - square 

dancing.  She still has all her dresses and petticoats!   

Carol has catered for the guild more than a year now.  In her own 

words, she said, “I just like to cook and feed people.”  Lucky for us!  

Her favorite thing to make is cookies!  Her secret for great cookies is 

“always use pecans!  Even if the recipe calls for walnuts.”  Below is 

Carol’s Canteen Cookie Bars recipe from her Mom, who made them during World War II because they were deli-

cious and shipped well to troops overseas.   

Thank you, Carol, for all you do for the Guild! 

Canteen Cookie Bars 

Combine: 

½ cup shortening 

½ cup brown sugar 

1 cup flour 

Blend well and spread in 9 x 13 pan.  Bake at 325 degrees for 15 minutes. While it bakes………… 

Beat until thick and foamy: 

two eggs 

1 cup brown sugar 

1 Tablespoon vanilla 

2 Tablespoons flour 

½ teaspoon baking powder 

Stir in: 

1 ½ cup shredded coconut 

1 cup chopped pecans or walnuts [Carol recommends the pecans!] 

Pour over crust and bake at 325 degrees for 25 minutes.  Cool and cut into squares. 

Our Caterer Extraordinaire – Carol Windham! 
By Pam Jackson 
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January 16, 2023  

Guild speaker: Pam Holland, via Zoom 

My Life Journey in Textiles 

Pam Holland comes to us from Australia via Zoom.  For 25 years, Pam 

has travelled the world, teaching. Over the past ten years, her focus 

shifted to studying textiles in their purest form, from the cotton fields of 

India to the remote villages of Guatemala, Thailand, Morocco, Mexico 

and Africa and sharing her research with students. It's been a journey of 

study from weaving, dyeing and printing to sitting in a mud hut in the 

deserts of India and joining women to create day to day textile master-

pieces to feed their families and supplement their income. For Pam, fab-

ric communicates messages and ideas through her art quilts, and is a 

picture into one’s soul. 

February 20, 2023  

Guild speaker:  Esterita Austin, Live 

Realism to Abstraction 

Esterita Austin will travel from her home in Long Island, NY to join us.  

Esterita will take us on a guided tour that starts from artistically taking  

a photograph through the exploration of a series of exercises that takes 

the photographic image from the real to the abstract.  

February 18 and 19, 2023 

Sat/Sun, Two day workshop  

Esterita Austin Live at Rosie’s 

Animal Portraits: There is nothing like the expression of unconditional love 

from your best friend.  Create a visual memory in a fabric portrait that you will 

want to keep forever.  Emphasis is on color and value. 

March 20, 2023 

Philanthropy 

2023 Programs — An Exciting Year 

Student work 

The link to each artist’s website is available on Canyon’s website, as well as a link to the supply 

list. Click HERE to see. 

On January 6, 2023, all other workshops will be open to non-members. 

https://www.canyonquilters.com/speakers-workshops-events/#programs-2023
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April 17, 2023  Friends Come Free 

Guild speaker: Maria Shell, Live 

Building Community Through Quilts 

Maria Shell will travel from Alaska to join us live.  In 2014, Maria Shell 

spent two months as an artist-in-residence at the McColl Center for Art 

+ Innovation in Charlotte, North Carolina. While there, she worked

weekly with a formerly chronically homeless community now living in

Moore Place. By teaching basic sewing skills to the residents, she devel-

oped a relationship with the residents of Moore Place that eventually led

to the making of a community quilt that celebrated the residents and their

journey towards finding a home and a community. Since then, Maria has

gone on to work with communities and organizations across the US, help-

ing them to also build quilts and share their stories.

April 15 and 16, 2023 

Sat/Sun, Two day Workshop 

Maria Shell Live at Rosie’s 

Making Prints Out of Solids:  Using solid colored quilters cottons, stu-

dents will learn how to stitch an assortment of pieced prints including 

stripes, tracks, dots, and grids. While learning these new techniques, stu-

dents will also be given information about selecting a color palette, improvi-

sational piecing techniques, and ideas for taking these techniques and creat-

ing original quilts. 

April 18 and 19, 2023 

Tues/Wed, Two day Workshop 

Maria Shell Live at Cozy Creative Center 

Abstraction through Color, Pattern and Repetition:  Working from 

a personal source of inspiration found in nature or place, students will learn 

the basics of creating improvisationally pieced abstract work.  Students will 

learn about palette building (color theory) as well as how to create abstract 

pieced images. This workshop is full and there is a waitlist.  To add your 

name to the list click here. 

May 15, 2023  

Guild Speaker: Jan Krentz, Live 

Quilts and Techniques! 

Our local talent, Jan Krentz, will join us with a trunk show.  Do 

you wonder HOW those fabulous quilts were made?  This program encom-

passes quilt images, Jan's construction techniques, and a trunk show of 

her glorious quilts. 

https://www.canyonquilters.com/speakers-workshops-events/
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June 19, 2023  

Guild speaker: Doria Goocher, Live 

Fabric Covered Books and Book Arts 

Our own guild member, Doria Goocher, will share her beautiful hand-made books 

and journals.  Doria will give a brief history of the Art Book and show examples of 

her Fabric Covered Journals. She will also show her "Rescued Books" which are 

books that look ready for the trash but are restored by removing the old cover 

and creating a new cover with fabric. Fabrics used are cotton, upholstery fabric, 

faux suede, leather, silk and other fibers. 

June 17, 2023,  

Saturday Workshop, 

Doria Goocher, Live at Rosie’s 

Fabric Covered Journals:  Students will learn how to cover journals with fabric. 

We will design a small, medium and large size journal. 

July 17, 2023 

Canyon FUNdraiser 

August 21, 2023 

Make and Take 

September 18, 2023  

Guild speaker: Kathryn Pellman Live 

Word Salad, Fashionistas and Girlfriends 

In this fun, entertaining and amusing lecture, Kathryn introduces you to her quilts 

and how she uses quilting to both frame and tell the story of her real and imagined 

life. Her love of storytelling took her from fashion design to traditional, to hand-

pieced miniatures, to quilts to sleep under, to cartoon quilts, and then to  

fashionistas and angry and not so angry women! 

September 23, 2023 

Saturday Workshop, Kathryn Pellman, Live at Rosie’s 

Paper Dolls for Grown Ups with a Splash of Word Salad:   

Use your imagination, fusible applique, conversational prints, and free mo-

tion applique to create a cartoon featuring your own unique fashionistas.  

Learn how to draw figures, style hair, create dresses, shoes and handbags. 

You may also create your own found poem or story using words found in 

your fabric stash. 
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October 16, 2023 Friends Come Free 

Guild speaker: Jenny Lyon, Live 

The Beauty of the Imperfect 

Jenny Lyon visits from the Sacramento area and believes the imperfect is 

beautiful! She’ll show you inspiring and encouraging examples of her work 

as well as the work of world renowned quilters and artists that are beauti-

ful in their imperfection and share her journey to imperfection. 

October 14, 2023  

Saturday Workshop 

Jenny Lyon, Live at location TBD 

Yes You CAN Free Motion Quilt!:  Learn to free motion  

quilt in a supportive and fun atmosphere on your own sewing  

machine. Jenny will bring numerous quilts, photos and samples 

to illustrate what is taught in class. 

October 15, 2023  

Sunday Workshop 

Jenny Lyon, Live at Rosie’s 

The Julianne Pillow:  In this playful, low-stress and creative  

class, we will make a fabulous pillow cover while exploring  

3 techniques – free motion quilting, quilting with metallic thread 

and I will show how to sew on beads by machine. Choose a  

classic or blinged out look! Using your own unique fabric  

selections and a few beads and sequins, you’ll create your  

own unique ‘Julianne’. 
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Slow Along with Randi Jones 
By Barbara Gluck 

I had been watching and thoroughly enjoying the Annie Live videos from By Annie for some time now.  Annie packs a 

good hour with tips on bag making, choosing fabrics and the different uses of her bags all in a well-produced format. 

When Annie announced that a private Facebook group that she is a member of, called By Annie Bag Makers, was hold-

ing a 12 week Slow Along of the Ultimate Travel Bag 2.0, a bag I had been coveting for some time, I knew I would sign 

up. 

The UTB 2.0 Slow Along was run by Randi Jones and had over 600 participants from around the world.  Each Saturday, 

Randi would release a video showing several steps in the bag making process and, even though I had the printed pat-

tern, it was a real confidence boost to watch her and hear what tips she offered.  The group was friendly and support-

ive with tons of advice and answers to all questions posed to them. There was lots of attention paid to fabric selection 

which is an area I feel less confident in.  The pace was slow enough that other projects can be worked on as well (I had 

both sons married during the Slow Along) with a week off for everyone to catch up. 

I love my bag and am already gathering supplies for the Bowl Me Over Bag! 

I highly recommend the Annie Live videos and the Slow Along with Randi Jones at By Annie Bag Makers on Facebook. 
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NOTICES 

Resource Guide 

If you’ve been at one of our recent meetings, you heard us talk about developing a comprehensive, value-added re-

source guide to provide information to Canyon members and to the larger San Diego area quilting community.  This 

listing by category will also increase exposure to those businesses, enabling us to “shop local.” 

Thanks to Paola Bonissone, Diane Cole, and Maura Dunn who have offered to join Carrie Frederick in pulling this list 

together.  We are starting with these categories: 

Quilt/fabric sales 

Sewing (etc.) machine stores (are these all included in the list above) 

Sewing machine repair 

Long-arm quilters 

Sewing/quilting classes  

Online classes 

Online sales - fabric and related goods 

We are looking for additional volunteers who are able to enter data into an excel spreadsheet.  If you want to join us 

in this endeavor, please email Carrie Frederick through membership@canyonquilters.com.  Thanks! 

SD DRESS A GIRL charitable group needs 60 more dresses sizes  8-12 for next mission trip, January 10 the deadline. 

Our Facebook account will be operative by Dec. 1st. Check out the lovely 

frocks especially the Jelly Roll dress by Michalee Sloan! 

Needed: Two Facebook monitors. If you love Facebook, this one year position 

may be most rewarding for you!  

"Be Aware" 

This is the time of year when scammers are hitting accounts and credit cards since many of us aren't paying as close 

attention to what we have been purchasing as we usually do. In the last week my personal checking was hit with fraud 

in the amount of $2000.  It was through Zelle.  No, I don't have a Zelle account but it doesn't seem to be a deterrent 

to the scammers.  During my many phone calls from the bank I began to be skeptical.  After a week and a ton of ques-

tions that they should have known....I went into the bank and only one of the calls to me was legit!  I found out that 

the scammers are now "spoofing" the bank's phone number, so I thought the call was legit. When in doubt - hang up 

and call the bank back. 

 Notice: SD Dress a Girl Project

mailto:membership@canyonquilters.com
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January 18 - 21, 2023  

*Road to California Quilt Show*

Ontario Convention Center

*online entry and class registration is open!*

www.roadtocalifornia.com

QUILT SHOW CALENDAR 

I want to give a big shout out to Patt Anderson and her team of energetic and fun gals who created a wonderful event 

for us this last meeting!  The room looked amazing with the colorful tables and centerpieces and a buffet that spread 

over 4 + tables! The quilts were all so colorful and fun that it was hard not to bid on each one of them! And of course 

we raised money to provide for more fun things for the Guild in our future! Way to go Patt! 

In Appreciation of Patt Anderson from Judy Thacker 

There’s a new shop in town 

Grand Country Quilters, (formerly 
Grand Country Quilt Shop, which closed 

the end of summer), has new owners and 

continues to carry 1800s and traditional 

fabrics.  It has the largest selection of Val-

dani #12 Perle cotton thread in the 

county as well as an array of wools.  The 

new owners, Rachel Graves and Roxanne 

Thomsen, have expanded the store to an 

additional site at the opposite end of the 

parking lot that features contemporary 

fabrics.   This space is shared with an an-

tique dealer who displays some unique 

pieces in a separate space adjoining the 

quilt shop.  On the fabric end, a recent 

trip found the shelves in this “annex” dis-

playing fabrics from Art Gallery Fabrics, 

Dandelion Fabric, Ruby Star Society, Ali-

son Glass and Free Spirit.  You’ll find a 

great assortment of fabrics by Laurie 

Holt, and, if you like dots, check out the designs by Riley Blake and Tula Pink.  Whether you are a traditional 

or contemporary quilter, a trek to San Marcos won’t disappoint!  You’ll find this store at 801 Grand Avenue 

in San Marcos—and be sure to check out both suites!  

February 10 - 11, 2023 

Valley Quilters Quilt Show 2023 

Valley Wide Recreation Center 

901 W. Esplanade St. 

San Jacinto, CA. 92582 

http://valleyquilters.org 

http://www.roadtocalifornia.com
http://valleyquilters.org
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My Visit to the International Quilt Museum 

By Kathleen Roth  

 

So, after numerous visits to my husband’s family in Nebraska, I requested 

that this time we visit the International Quilt Museum located at the Uni-

versity of Nebraska – Lincoln. Yea! 

So off to Omaha we go, and made plans to meet Dave’s Aunt Patti and 

cousin Donald at IQM. (Dave’s aunt is a retired long arm quilter from Tex-

as, so it’s always fun to visit her.) Unlike the universities in San Diego, the 

Univ of Nebraska is a breeze to park at. Admission was $8 adults; $6 sen-

ior.  

The museum was built in 2008 after the design was chosen from a compe-

tition. Specific elements of the structure were designed to simulate the 

three layers of a quilt. 

1. The towering glass with linear bars with frosted glass, that make up the 

front of the building, represents the quilt stitches. 
2. The inside was constructed to express the batting and includes the 

workroom and storage room. 
3. The quilt back is symbolized by the back-of-house support areas and 

offices. 

 
After visiting the first floor which is shaped like the eye of a needle, we met 

up with a docent who offered us her first tour of the new exhibitions. We 

happily took her up on her offer. With binder in hand, she led us to the 

large exhibition rooms and gave us the story about many of the quilts. She also told us that each quilt that goes on display from 

their collection may be displayed for up to a year, and then stored for another 10 years. Each quilt is refolded every two years 

along different fold lines, layering with tissue paper.  

 

There were a few exhibitions on display during our visit including: Uncovering Black History – Quilts from the Collection of Car-

olyn Mazloomi: Water Featured – The John M Walsh III Collection; and Faces by Freddy Moran. Yes, I know… all the way to Lin-

coln, NE to see a northern California artist. Freddy’s exhibit consisted of 56 small quilt faces created on consecutive days.  

I thought the museum would be overwhelming and take hours to see everything, but that was not the case. We toured all the 

exhibits in under two hrs. I could have stayed much longer, but this was enough time to enjoy my first visit here. There was a 

small gift shop at the entrance. I bought a t-shirt with the IQM logo on it … needles in a circular design with the points facing to-

ward the center.  

 

From their website: The International Quilt Museum's mission is to build a global collection and audience that celebrate the cultur-

al and artistic significance of quilts. The museum has the world's largest publicly held quilt collection, dating from the early 1700s 

to present and representing more than 60 countries. Diversity and inclusion are central to the University’s and the IQM’s mission 

and pursuit of excellence. Each person has something to gain from and offer to our community of learning, discovery and out-

reach.  

 

You can’t mention Nebraska without thinking of corn and farmland, so guess what our next stop was? About ¼ mile away is the 

Larsen Tractor Test & Power Museum. ($5 donation.) Yes, a tractor museum. We must all make our deals, don’t we? It was fasci-

nating to learn that the facility started testing tractors and other farm equipment against manufacturer’s claims in order to protect 

the farmer from purchasing equipment that did not meet their requirements. This museum is dedicated to preserving and docu-

menting the history of tractor test law.  

 

For further info: internationalquiltmuseum.org (You can virtually see the latest exhibitions.) For the Larson Tractor Test & Power 

Museum: Tractormuseum.unl.edu.  

 

If you ever go to Nebraska, check out the International Quilt Museum. It’s a beautiful space. Now that I figured out that it’s not a 

hassle to visit, it might become part of the annual trip… if I promise a side trip to the tractor museum.  

I have a couple extra brochures if anyone is interested in reading them.  
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Each year Canyon gathers an excited group of members who want 

to spend 4 days and 3 nights away from barking dogs, dirty dishes, 

beautiful but needy grandchildren, wonderful but hungry part-

ners, and we drive to Temecula – to Viña de Lestonnac Retreat 

Center, smack dab in the middle of spectacular wine country. We 

put all our troubles aside and sew as late into the night as we 

want, wake up and start sewing as early in the morning as we 

want, and have delicious meals, without raising a finger. There are 

walks to take around the premises, trips to various quilt shops in 

the area, and outdoor tables and chairs for pure relaxation, read-

ing, chatting, or knitting if the sewing just gets too taxing.  

And now we have a second retreat! The dates are as follows:  May 

retreat dates are May 4th through May 7th, and the new August 

retreat dates are August 24th through August 27th. Both dates 

have a few openings available, and as of the publishing of this 

newsletter, we will be filling them only at the January meeting, 

first come, first served. There will be a table at the meeting. You 

must come with a deposit check of $100 and fill out a form to save your space. All other questions will be answered at 

that meeting. Costs run from $450 - $650. 

Canyon’s Annual Quilting Retreats 
By Andrea Bacal 
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The Fat Quarter Exchange is a guild activity that is fun and totally voluntary. For each meeting, a theme is announced 

ahead of time in the newsletter, and if you would like to play, bring a fat quarter that matches the theme of that month. 

For every fat quarter you bring you will enter your name and deposit the slip in the box. Fabrics should be quilt shop 

quality.  

At the end of the break, a name will be picked, and the lucky person will go home with all the fat quarters brought in 

that night. Not only is it a nifty way to add to your stash, the fabric you go home with will all be of the same theme, 

and will be perfect for the beginning of a new project! This year you will receive a free fat quarter friendly pattern just 

for participation. If there are more than 30 entries we may have 2 winners. 

FAT QUARTER EXCHANGE FOR 2023 

January   Batiks 

 

February  Cool Colors (Blues, Purples, and Greens) 

 

March   Kaffe Fasset and/or Tula Pink  

 

April   Warm Colors (Red, Orange, and Yellow) 

 

May    Flowers, flowers and more flowers of any color 

 

June   Stripes and /or polka dots 

 

Sept   Fall Colors/Halloween/Dia de Los Muertos 

 

Oct   Any Holiday Fabric (Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, Thanksgiving) 
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NOVEMBER SHARING 

Annemarie Sprinkle 
Gray & Black Chalkboard Pattern 
Fabric panel bought in Houston 

Pieced by Annemarie 
Quilted by Michalee Sloan 

Tanya Wagner 
Woodland Wonderland 

Fig Tree Pattern 
Christmas gift for her son and his family 

 Quilted by Michalee Sloan 

Gaye Larsen 
Blue and Yellow 9-Patch 

Connecting Threads Fat Quarter Bundle 
Will be donation for Quilts to Ukraine 

Gaye Larsen 
Hunters Star - Accuquilt 8” Block 

Connecting Threads Fat Quarter Bundle 
Will be donation for Quilts to Ukraine 
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Gaye Larsen 
Christmas Round Block—Kit from Cozy 

Better Not Pout by Moda 

Nelda McComb 
Peace Portal 

Original pattern inspired by 
Window in St. Peter Bacilica 

Roxanne Knight 
Masquerade Ball 

Roxanne’s own design and quilting 

Kay Laboda 
Mystical Prism 
Cotton Batiks 

Quilted by Sylvia Corbin 
For Kay’s Nephew 
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 Kay Laboda 

St. Nick 

Sweet Pea Embroidery 

Leather, Fur and Velvet 

Kris Hatch 

Table Runner 

Front and Back 

Star Pattern 

BOM from Material Girls 

Quilted by Kris 
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Pam Jackson 

Grinch Table Runner and 

Grinch Quilt 

Both Quilted by Katie Green 

Maureen Parker 

Lined Linen Jacket  

Done in tailoring class at SD Continuing ED 
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Pam Jackson 

Christmas Quilt 

Quilted By Katie Green 

Kris Hatch 

Table Runner (front above and back below) 

Circe / Dinosaurs 

Quilted by Kris 
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Andrea Bacal 

Purple Mountains 

Art Quilt to be given to kids 

Quilted by Andrea 

Andrea Bacal 

Christmas (front)/Chanukah Throw (back) 

To be Given to daughter and family who celebrate both 

Quilted by Andrea 
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Here is a list of them in alphabetical order. 

Please make sure to support them when at all possible,  

the way they have always supported Canyon! 

Barbi’s Quilting Service 

Cozy Creative Center 

Hollyhock Quilt Works 

Judipatuti Fabrics 

Pink Daisy Studio 

Quilt in a Day 

Rosie’s 

SEW Hut 

Visions Museum of Textile Art 
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Canyon Board 

President     Judy Thacker  

Vice President    Kerry Santoro  

Secretary     Pam Jackson  

Treasurer   Francie Lockwood 

Canyon Committees 

Advertising    Tiffany Kelly 

 

Fat Quarter Exchange  Audrey Noonan  

 

FUNdraising   Sylvia Corbin 
    Kerry Santoro 
    Judy Thacker 

 

Membership    Carrie Freder-
ick 

    Mary Helmick 

 

Newsletter    Ski Lomax 

 

Philanthropy 

    Royal Family Kids Camp  Kay Laboda 

    Veterans Program  OPEN 

 

Programs    Christine 

Brock 

    Kris Hatch 

    Glen Baker 

 

Publications    Andrea Bacal 

 

Southern California Council 

of Quilt Guilds (SCCQG) Rep Cynthia Lyons-

Dailard 

 

Social Media    Susan Haviar 

 

Special Events    

     November Challenge  Patt Anderson 

    Andrea Bacal 

Coordinators For Our In-Person  

Guild Meetings  

 

Greeters    Maura Dunn   

Hospitality    Carol Windham  

Sharing    Cherie Jacobson 

Submitted by Francie Lockwood 

TREASURER’S REPORT 




